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During this meeting, TSC WG chairmen provided a readout on Hanoi task progress (what looks
like it will be delivered, what is not going to make the release and what stretch goals are likely to
be achieved). The details of the release tasks can be found in the slide deck.
Product manager reports Go 1.15 is now available and he is testing it.
Release Czar reports the release of the existing device service (most to 1.2.2).
Work on “gateway” or host metadata is begin worked by application WG and will be reviewed
with upcoming core WG meeting.
Kuiper team has completed its EdgeX Hanoi release items.
DS WG is exploring on the device service to app service message bus (stretch goal for Hanoi)
The Device Service WG is working device-grove.
The Device Service SDK requirements document (legacy) has been created in edgex-docs and
still under review.
DevOps is working on some pipeline enhancements to address some manual work required with
each release.
DockerHub has announced a new TOS. Under the new Free plan TOS, images that are not
pulled/pushed every 6 months get removed. This could allow old images to be automatically
removed for EdgeX. Question remains about whether Snyk scan would constitute the one pull
or push. Discussion about EdgeX reaction on this new policy to be held in upcoming Architect’s
meeting.
DevOps has developed a proposal for how to handle CLI artifact creation.
Security WG chair requests immediate review of the bootstrap of EdgeX in OCI container
environments ADR: https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/140.
Tibco will present on their adoption of EdgeX in Project Air on Aug 25th at 8am PDT. This is part
of the adopter series held this summer.
Metadata DTO (part of the V2 API) is complete as is the add event controller.
CLI Hanoi release needs have been defined.
The TSC discussed moving the project to Go 1.15.
o Several members, including Lenny and Tony, were going to test with Go 1.15
o Ernesto and DevOps were exploring whether Go 1.15 did fix the race flag condition.
o Pursuant to the tests above, we’ll discuss moving forward in DevOps and Core WG
meetings and work out a schedule if the move is warranted.
EdgeX Monthly Architect’s meeting will be held Aug to Thursday 20th at noon central time.

